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Abstract
We present a unifying solution to the problem of fusion of func-
tions, where both the producer function and the consumer function
have one accumulating parameter. The key idea in this development
is to formulate the producer function as a function which computes
over a monoid ofdata contexts. Upon this formulation, we develop
a fusion method calledalgebraic fusionbased on the elementary
theory of universal algebra and monoids. The producer function is
fused with a monoid homomorphism that is derived from the def-
inition of the consumer function, and is turned into a higher-order
function f that computes over the monoid of endofunctions.

We then introduce a general concept calledimprovement, in or-
der to reduce the cost of computing over the monoid of endofunc-
tions (i.e., function closures). An improvement of the functionf via
a monoid homomorphismh is a functiong that satisfiesf = h ◦ g.
This provides a principled way of finding a first-order function rep-
resenting a solution to the fusion problem. It also presents a clean
and unifying account for varying fusion methods that have been
proposed so far. Furthermore, we show that our method extends to
support partial and infinite data structures, by means of an appro-
priate monoid structure.

Categories and Subject DescriptorsD.3.2 [Programming Lan-
guages]: Language Classifications—Applicative (functional) lan-
guages; F.3.2 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Semantics
of Programming Languages—Algebraic approaches to semantics;
F.3.3 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Studies of Program
Constructs—Program and recursion schemes
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1. Introduction
Modular programming is a commonly approved programming style
that encourages us to solve a problem by combining solutions to
subproblems. Functional programming languages exploit a higher
level of modularity, in which any type of data can be a glue that
composes functions together. While this adds an extra flexibility to
the modular programming discipline, it can cause inefficiency be-
cause of possible additional cost in manipulating the intermediate
data.

As a typical scenario, consider two list-processing functions
p, c : list → list composed asc ◦ p : list → list. The functions
p and c are calledproducer and consumer, respectively, as the
function p produces an intermediate list that is consumed byc.
Although the composed presentation certainly provides a modular
solution, we would prefer a single monolithic function that does
not produce the intermediate list, as this function exhibits improved
behavior in the usage of heap memory.

The conflicting requirements of modularity and improved mem-
ory usage have led to the development of a family of program
transformation techniques, calledfusion, which automatically de-
rive such single monolithic functions that perform the same compu-
tation as the compositionc◦ p. Among those fusion transformation
techniques, the so calledcalculationalapproaches have been the
most successful ones. A calculational method improves programs
by stepwise applications of a set of equational laws on a few com-
binators (e.g., generic recursion operators such asfoldr for lists).
The calculational methods are easier to implement, as the appli-
cability of the laws can be judged locally without a global analy-
sis of programs. Examples of such calculational methods include
the promotion theorem [15], shortcut fusion [9] and its derivatives
[8, 19, 11, 6].

These techniques, however, do not give a satisfactory result
when applied to functions with an extra argument, calledaccumu-
lating parameter, on which temporary data is accumulated during
recursion. A relevant shortcut fusion law can be applied to func-
tions with additional parameters, but its result is a higher-order
function whose evaluation involves expensive operations on func-
tion closures for each recursion step. Recent research developments
have seen several alternative fusion methods that generate first-
order programs when they are applied to functions with an accu-
mulating parameter, including fusion law for thedmap combinator
[13], the lazy composition technique [20], and a higher-order re-
moval method applied to the result of shortcut fusion [17].

In this paper, we propose a new fusion technique calledalge-
braic fusion. The merits of algebraic fusion over these existing
methods are addressed below.



• Algebraic fusion is based on the theory of monoids and univer-
sal algebra and provides a clean, universal account of the intri-
cate business in dealing with accumulating parameter. The di-
rect output of algebraic fusion is a higher-order program, which
is presented as a monoid of function compositions. We will
show that the existing methods mentioned above can be ex-
plained uniformly in terms of monoid homomorphisms: every
particular fusion method can be recognized as a mapping, by
means of an appropriate monoid homomorphism, between the
monoid of function space and another monoid of first-order ob-
jects whose multiplication is efficiently implementable.

• Throughout the transformation process, all the transformation
tasks are carried out in a calculational way. Algebraic fusion has
only one local fusion law that is similar to shortcut fusion and
its derivatives. This is in contrast to some precursors [20, 17],
which handle accumulating parameters by non-local transfor-
mation rules that introduce a circular let construct in order to
maintain cyclic dependency in the target first-order program.
Putting this cyclicity construction in an appropriate monoid, we
can derive the desired first-order program by a simple calcu-
lation on the monoid and monoid homomorphism. This helps
greatly in understanding the essence behind the intricate trans-
formation process of these precursors.

• Our fusion law is justified by a straightforward equational rea-
soning. It is also simple to give a justification on a particular
transformation process in our framework: it is sufficient to find
suitable monoids and monoid homomorphisms and to prove
that the homomorphism condition is fulfilled. This remarkable
simplicity gives rise to a uniform account of various fusion
transformation tasks, including those which eliminate partial
and infinite data structures.

• A significant observation in this paper is that it is crucial to
keep an eye on the monoid structure of programs throughout
the transformation process. As we shall discuss in Section 3.6,
a variant of shortcut fusion produces the same higher-order pro-
gram as algebraic fusion does. However, algebraic fusion pre-
serves the monoid structure derived from the original program
in an explicit form, which makes the subsequent improvement
process readily applicable.

Despite of the fruitful merits described above, we note that alge-
braic fusion has some weaknesses as compared to its counterpart:
the popular shortcut fusion method. One major weakness is that the
producer must be a function that computes over a monoid. Thus al-
gebraic fusion can only deal with a limited subclass of programs,
while its counterpart shortcut fusion can deal with more. However,
the aim of this paper is to provide a clean account of the intricate
business in dealing with accumulating parameters and the class of
functions we consider still includes a sufficiently large set of pro-
gram instances that use accumulating parameters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 infor-
mally introduces algebraic fusion and demonstrates how a result of
algebraic fusion can be improved by a monoid homomorphism. In
Section 3, we give a formal definition of algebraic fusion and shows
its correctness. The relationship with shortcut fusion and its deriva-
tives is also mentioned. In Section 4, we exhibit how the results of
algebraic fusion can be improved for varying instances. Section 5
exploits a more sophisticated monoid supporting partial and infinite
data structures and shows that the second author’s previous work is
another instance of improvement. We discuss related work in Sec-
tion 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2. Algebraic Fusion by Example
Algebraic fusion is a method to fuse the following two functions
calledproducerandconsumer:

prod ∈ T∆ → TΣ → TΣ cons ∈ TΣ → D,

whereT∆ andTΣ are sets of (total and finite)∆- andΣ-terms for
some signatures∆ andΣ, respectively. The result of the algebraic
fusion ofprod andcons is the following function

fuse ∈ T∆ → D→ D

satisfying
fuse t (cons u) = cons (prod t u).

The function fuse directly calculates values inD from ∆-terms
without creating intermediateΣ-terms which are passed fromprod
to cons during the computation of the r.h.s. of the above equation.

We demonstrate how algebraic fusion and its improvement work
by means of a small example,rev composed of itself, whererev is
the iterative list reverse function defined by the following set of
recursive equations:

rev ∈ Tlist → Tlist → Tlist

rev [] x = x
rev (a :: l) x = rev l (a :: x).

The fusion process exhibited in this section is a particular instance
of the general method, where∆ = Σ = list, prod = cons = rev and
D = Tlist → Tlist; herelist is the signature{[]0,a :: −1} of cons lists
(a ranges over some setA). We assume that readers are familiar
with the concept of monoid and monoid homomorphism. We also
write revrev for the resultfuse of algebraic fusion in the present
particular example.

One of the key observations in algebraic fusion is to regard a
producer with an accumulating parameter as a functionProd from
T∆ to the set ofΣ-contexts. A Σ-context is aΣ-term that may contain
holes denoted by [−]; more formally, it is simply aΣ∪ {[−]0}-term.
For example, 1 :: (2 :: (3 :: [−])) is a list context.

Let us tentatively writeClist for the set of list contexts. Given
two list contextsc, c′, we writec · c′ for the list context obtained
by filling a hole in c with c′. For instance, the hole filling (1 ::
(2 :: (3 :: [−]))) · (4 :: (5 :: [−])) results in 1 :: (2 :: (3 ::
(4 :: (5 :: [−])))). A similar operation with− · − is the function
fill : Clist → Tlist → Tlist, which takes a list contextk and a listl
and then returns a list obtained by filling a hole ink with l (if k has
no hole,fill(k)(l) = k). The context-filling operation− · − and [−]
obey the axioms of monoids. Thus the triple (Clist, [−],− · −) forms
the monoid of list contexts. Here we also introduce another monoid
calledfunction space monoid A⇒ A over some setA. It is a triple
(A→ A, id,− ◦ −), where− ◦ − is the function composition.

The first step of algebraic fusion is to represent the producer
side ofrev by means of a function that calculates list contexts. We
observe that the result of the application ofrev to [a1, ..., an] can be
represented by a list context andfill:

rev [a1, ...,an] = λx.an :: (... :: (a1 :: x)...)

= fill (an :: (... :: (a1 :: [−]))),

where the underlined list context can be computed by the applica-
tion of the following recursive functionRev to [a1, ..., an]:

Rev ∈ Tlist → Clist

Rev [] = [−]
Rev (a :: l) = Rev l · (a :: [−]).

To summarize,rev can be represented byRev andfill:

rev = fill ◦ Rev.

The next step of algebraic fusion is to extend the domain of the
consumer side ofrev toClist. This extension is done by adding to the



recursive definition ofrev (i) an extra parameterw and (ii) an extra
line that handles the case where an input is a hole. The following
recursive functionrev is the result of this extension.

rev ∈ Clist → (Tlist → Tlist)→ (Tlist → Tlist)
rev [] w = λx.x
rev (a :: l) w = λx.rev l w (a :: x)
rev [−] w = w

The extra parameter is simply passed around in the recursive calls
of rev and replaces every hole in the input. This extension satisfies
the following property that is crucial to algebraic fusion:

rev [−] = id

rev (k · k′) = rev k ◦ rev k′

That is, rev is a monoid homomorphismfrom the monoid of list
contexts to the function space monoid (Tlist → Tlist) ⇒ (Tlist →
Tlist).

The final step of algebraic fusion is to extract a recursive func-
tion that performs the same computation asrev ◦ Rev. The com-
putation of this composition involves the creation of intermediate
data structures passed fromRev to rev, but it can be eliminated due
to the shape ofRev and the property ofrev being a monoid homo-
morphism. To see this, we applyrev to both sides of the recursive
definition ofRev, and obtain the following equations:

rev (Rev []) = rev [−]

= id

rev (Rev (a :: l)) = rev (Rev l · (a :: [−]))

= (rev (Rev l)) ◦ (rev (a :: [−]))

= (rev (Rev l)) ◦ (λwx.w (a :: x))

By folding (in the sense of [2]) the function calls of the form
rev(Rev −) , we obtain a recursive functionrevrev:

revrev ∈ Tlist → (Tlist → Tlist)→ (Tlist → Tlist)
revrev [] w = w
revrev (a :: l) w = revrev l (λx.w (a :: x)).

This is the result of algebraic fusion ofrev andrev. The function
revrev satisfies the equation:

revrev l (rev y) = rev (rev l y), (1)

where the initial accumulating parametery to the producerrev
is preprocessed by the consumer before it is passed to the fused
functionrevrev.

In the present fusion example, we can substitute the expensive
computation over the function space monoid (Tlist → Tlist) ⇒
(Tlist → Tlist) with a less expensive one over another monoid
as follows. Let (Tlist ⇒ Tlist)op be theoppositeof the function
space monoidTlist ⇒ Tlist, i.e., the monoid whose multiplication
− • − is defined by f • g = g ◦ f . It is easy to show thath =
λg.λ f .( f ◦ g) is a monoid homomorphism from (Tlist ⇒ Tlist)op to
(Tlist → Tlist) ⇒ (Tlist → Tlist). Let us define a recursive function
app ∈ Tlist → Tlist → Tlist as follows:

app [] = λw.w
app (a :: l) = app l • (λw.a :: w)

= λw.a :: (app l w).

Now we applyh to both sides ofapp. Sinceh is a monoid homo-
morphism, we obtain the following equations:

h (app []) = h(λw.w) = id

h (app (a :: l)) = h ((app l) • (λw.a :: w))

= (h (app l)) ◦ (λwx.w (a :: x))

From this, we conclude that the recursive function obtained by
folding h (app −) coincides withrevrev. Therefore we have

h ◦ app = revrev. (2)

We callapp theimprovementof revrev. The above equation implies
that the value ofrevrev(x) can be calculated byapp(x), which does
not involve any closure creations during its recursion. Furthermore,
this equation gives a property that holds betweenrev andapp:

rev (rev s t) u

= revrev s (rev t) u by (1)

= h (app s) (rev t) u by (2)

= rev t (app s u) by definition ofh.

Here we note that the above equational derivation is valid only
if the input lists are total (that is, no divergent computation is
contained) and finite. If we allow partial and infinite lists as inputs,
the last equation should be replaced by an inequation

rev (rev s t) u v rev t (app s u),

which implies that the computation of the r.h.s. may terminate
while that of the l.h.s. diverges. Our theory correctly captures this
subtle point appearing in algebraic fusion and improvement. We
will return to this topic in Section 5.

The discussion so far suggests that there is a uniform way of
replacing expensive computation over function space with other
domains of moderate computation cost: Find a suitable monoidM,
whose multiplication has a less expensive computation cost than
that of the function space monoid, and a recursive functionQ such
that there exists a monoid homomorphismh fromM to the function
space monoid that makesh ◦ Q coincide with the fused function.
Thenh ◦ Q may give a more efficient implementation.

In the following sections, we formulate the aforementioned
ideas by means of the elementary theory of universal algebra and
monoids, and demonstrate that our approach can uniformly repre-
sent several existing fusion methods and program transformations.

3. Algebraic Fusion
We carry out the development of algebraic fusion for programs
represented by set-theoretic functions. The correctness of the fusion
will be proved as an equality about set-theoretic functions.

3.1 Notations

We useΣ,∆ for ranging over single-sorted first-order signatures. By
o ∈ Σ(n) we mean thato is ann-ary operator inΣ. We writeTΣ for the
set of closedΣ-terms. The initialΣ-algebra homomorphism (a.k.a.
catamorphism) with respect to aΣ-algebra (D, δ) will be denoted
by ~δ� ∈ TΣ → D. We fix a finite setA (ranged over bya) for the
elements of lists. The followings are pre-defined signatures:

nat = {Z0,S1} tree = {L0,N2} list = {[]0,a ::1}.
We writeM,N to range over monoids.

3.2 Σ-contexts

The object which plays a central role in algebraic fusion is the
monoid ofΣ-contexts, which we introduce below.

For a signatureΣ, byΣ+ we mean the signature extended with a
nullary constant [−]0 denoting a hole. We callΣ+-termsΣ-contexts
in this paper, and writeCΣ for the set ofΣ-contexts instead ofTΣ+ .

We can think of aΣ-contextk as a functionλt.k[t] ∈ TΣ → TΣ,
wherek[t] is theΣ-term obtained by filling all holes ink with t. We
definefillΣ ∈ CΣ → TΣ → TΣ as the mapping from aΣ-contextk to
the functionλt.k[t]. The subscript offill may be omitted when it is
clear from the context.



A natural operation overΣ-contexts is to fill all holes in aΣ-
contextk with some otherΣ-contextk′. We write k · k′ for this
context-filling operation. This operation and the hole [−] obey the
axioms of monoid, i.e.,−·− is associative and [−] is the unit of−·−.
We thus obtain the monoidCΣ = (CΣ, [−],− · −) of Σ-contexts.

Another monoid that we often refer to is thefunction space
monoid. For any setA, the identity functionid : A → A and the
compositionf ◦ g of functions f , g ∈ A → A obey the axioms of
monoids. We writeA⇒ A for the triple (A→ A, id,− ◦ −) and call
it the function space monoid.

It is easy to see thatfillΣ is a monoid homomorphism fromCΣ to
TΣ ⇒ TΣ.

3.3 PolynomialΣ-Algebras over Monoids

The concept of polynomialΣ-algebras over monoids is the techni-
cal vehicle in this paper. Intuitively, it is a specialΣ-algebra such
that the carrier is a monoid and the algebra structure is given by
polynomials over the monoid. PolynomialΣ-algebras have favor-
able properties for reasoning and transforming recursive programs,
as we demonstrated below.

Let M = (M, e, ?) be a monoid, whereM, e, and? stand
for the carrier set, the unit and the multiplication, respectively. A
polynomial PoverM is a formal expression

P[X1, . . . ,Xn] = c1 ? Xi1 ? c2 ? Xi2 . . . ? Xil ? cl+1

wheren, l are natural numbers,c1, . . . , cl+1 ∈ M are calledcoeffi-
cients, and 1≤ i1, ..., i l ≤ n are indexes of the formal parameter
variables. We omit writing the unit coefficients unless they appear
solely.

Example 3.1Examples of polynomials are:

Reva::−[X] = X · (a :: [−]) (overClist)

CountN(−,−)[X1,X2] = S [−] · X1 · X2 (overCnat)

There are a few basic facts about polynomials over monoids. Let
P be ann-variable polynomial overM = (M,e, ?) andh :M→ N
be a monoid homomorphism. Then,

1. P determines a functionfun(P) : Mn → M given by

fun(P) (x1, ..., xn) = P[x1/X1, ..., xn/Xn],

2. by mapping each coefficient of P with h, we obtain a polyno-
mial h(P) overN , and

3. sinceh is a homomorphism, we have

fun(h(P)) (hm1, . . . , h mn) = h ◦ fun(P) (m1, . . . ,mn).

Example 3.2 (continued from Example 3.1) Recall thatfillΣ is a
monoid homomorphism fromCΣ to TΣ ⇒ TΣ. By mapping polyno-
mials Reva::− andCountN(−,−) with filllist andfillnat respectively, we
obtain two polynomials:

filllist(Reva::−)[X] = X ◦ (λx.a :: x) (overTlist ⇒ Tlist)

fillnat(CountN(−,−))[X1,X2] = (λx.S x) ◦ X1 ◦ X2 (overTnat ⇒ Tnat)

We introduce the concept ofpolynomialΣ-algebras.

Definition 3.3 A polynomial Σ-algebraP over a monoidM =
(M,e, ?) is an operator-indexed family of polynomials{Po}o∈Σ
such that for each o∈ Σ(n), Po is an n-variable polynomial
overM. A polynomialΣ-algebra P overM induces aΣ-algebra
(M, [fun(Po)]o∈Σ), which we refer to by P as well.

We note that the concept of polynomial algebras can be defined for
any algebraic objects which admit the concept of polynomials, such
as monoids, groups, rings, etc.

Example 3.4 (continued from Example 3.2) An example of a poly-
nomial list-algebra overClist is the family

Rev = {Rev[] = [−],Reva::−[X] = X · (a :: [−])}.

This polynomial algebra induces the initiallist-algebra homomor-
phism ~Rev� ∈ Tlist → Clist, which has the following recursive
definition:

~Rev� [] = [−]
~Rev� (a :: l) = ~Rev� l · (a :: [−]).

The function~Rev� maps a list [a1, . . . , an] to a list contextan ::
. . . :: a1 :: [−].

Another example of a polynomialtree-algebra overCnat is the
family

Count = {CountL = S [−],

CountN(−,−)[X1,X2] = S [−] · X1 · X2}.

The initial tree-algebra homomorphism~Count� ∈ Ttree → Cnat

has the following recursive definition:

~Count� L = S [−]
~Count� N (l, r) = S [−] · ~Count� l · ~Count� r.

Definition 3.5 Let h : M → N be a monoid homomorphism and
P be a polynomialΣ-algebra overM. Theimageof P by h is the
following polynomialΣ-algebra h(P) overN defined by

h(P) = {h(Po)}o∈Σ.

Proposition 3.6 For any monoid homomorphism h:M → N and
polynomialΣ-algebra P overM, h is aΣ-algebra homomorphism
from P to h(P), and we have

h ◦ ~P� = ~h(P)� .

3.4 Conditions for Producers and Consumers

Recall that algebraic fusion is a method to fuse the following two
functions calledproducerandconsumer:

prod ∈ T∆ → TΣ → TΣ cons ∈ TΣ → D.

However, we can not apply algebraic fusion to arbitrary combina-
tions of a producer and a consumer. In this section, we introduce
two conditions, one for the producers and the other for the con-
sumers.

The producerprod should satisfy the following condition:

(C-prod-s) For each∆-termo (t1, ..., tn), the recursive definition of
the valueprod (o (t1, ..., tn)) ∈ TΣ → TΣ can be expressed as
follows:

prod (o (t1, ..., tn)) = (fill k1) ◦ (prod ti1) · · · (prod til ) ◦ (fill kl+1)

where 1≤ i1, ..., i l ≤ n are indexes of subterms andk1, ..., kl+1 ∈
CΣ are Σ-contexts representing accumulation of information.
Whenki = [−] for some 1≤ i ≤ l + 1, we omit writingfill ki .

This condition precisely identifies what we usually refer to as
a producer function with an accumulating parameter. The producer
function accumulates information on the second argument but does
not inspect into it during recursion; furthermore, the information is
accumulated in a sequential manner.

Example 3.7The functionrev satisfies (C-prod-s); the value of
rev [] and rev (a :: l) can be expressed with function compositions,



list-contexts, andfill:

rev [] = λx.x = fill [−]

rev (a :: l) = λx.rev l (a :: x)

= (rev l) ◦ (λx.a :: x)

= (rev l) ◦ fill (a :: [−]).

Another example of a function satisfying (C-prod-s) iscount :
Ttree → Tnat → Tnat which adds the number of leaves and nodes
of a tree given in the first argument to the second argument:

count L w = S w
count (N (l, r)) w = S (count l (count r w)).

To see thatcount satisfies the condition (C-prod-s), we transform
the r.h.s. of the above definition into:

count L = λw.S w
= fill (S [−])

count (N (l, r)) = λw.S (count l (count r w))
= (fill (S [−])) ◦ (count l) ◦ (count r).

On the other hand, the following functionrp, which replaces
the rightmost leaf of a tree in the first argument with the second
argument, does not satisfy (C-prod-s):

rp L w = w
rp (N (l, r)) w = N (rp l L, rp r w),

since it cannot be defined as the interleaving composition of func-
tions and recursive calls.

For the sake of simplicity in the following development of
algebraic fusion, we use the following concise condition (C-prod)
which is equivalent to (C-prod-s):

(C-prod) There exists a polynomial∆-algebraProd overCΣ such
thatprod = fill ◦ ~Prod�.

Example 3.8 (continued from Example 3.4 and 3.7) The func-
tionsrev andcount satisfy (C-prod); polynomial algebrasRev and
Count satisfy

rev = fill ◦ ~Rev�

count = fill ◦ ~Count�.

Each consumercons should be a recursive function which can
be written as an initial algebra morphism:

(C-cons) cons = ~δ� for someΣ-algebra (D, δ).

In other words,cons should be a recursive function whose defining
equation for eacho ∈ ∆(n) is

cons (o (t1, ..., tn)) = δo (cons t1, ..., cons tn),

whereδo ∈ Dn → D is the component ato of the algebra structure
δ overD.

3.5 Algebraic Fusion

We are now ready to introduce algebraic fusion. Letprod ∈ T∆ →
TΣ → TΣ be a producer satisfying (C-prod) andcons ∈ TΣ → D a
consumer satisfying (C-cons).

We first extend the domain ofcons from TΣ to CΣ. This is done
by adding two things to the recursive definition ofcons: (i) an extra
parameterw, and (ii) a line which handles the case where an input
is a hole. This extension yields the following recursive function
cons ∈ CΣ → D→ D:

cons [−] w = w
cons (o (k1, ..., kn)) w = δo (cons k1 w, ..., cons kn w).

The extra parameterw is distributed to each recursive call ofcons
with a subterm (when the arity ofo is 0, w is discarded), and is
returned only when an input is a hole. The extensioncons satisfies
the following two properties which are indispensable to algebraic
fusion.

Proposition 3.9 For anycons ∈ TΣ → D satisfying (C-cons),

1. the functioncons ∈ CΣ → D → D constructed as above is a
monoid homomorphism fromCΣ to D⇒ D, and

2. for any k ∈ CΣ and t ∈ T∆, we havecons k (cons t) =
cons (fill k t).

Next, we take the image (see Definition 3.5) of the polynomial
∆-algebraProd mentioned in (C-prod) bycons. The image is a
polynomial∆-algebracons(Prod) over D ⇒ D. Then, theresult
of the algebraic fusion ofprod andcons is defined by the initial
∆-algebra homomorphism

~cons(Prod)� : T∆ → D→ D.

The following theorem shows that algebraic fusion is correct.

Theorem 3.10For any t,u ∈ T∆, we have
�

cons(Prod)
�

t (cons u) = cons (prod t u).

Proof Let t,u ∈ T∆. Then,
�

cons(Prod)
�

t (cons u)

= cons (~Prod� t) (cons u) by Proposition 3.6

= cons ((fill ◦ ~Prod�) t u) by Proposition 3.9-2

= cons (prod t u) by (C-prod).

�

Example 3.11We have already checked thatrev satisfies (C-prod)
in Example 3.8 (and equivalently (C-prod-s) in Example 3.7). It is
also easy to check thatrev satisfies (C-cons).

We thus proceed to apply algebraic fusion ofrev with itself. We
first extendrev to a monoid homomorphismrev : Clist → (Tlist →
Tlist)⇒ (Tlist → Tlist).

rev [] f x = x
rev (a :: l) f x = rev l f (a :: x)
rev [−] f x = f x

We then take the image of the polynomiallist-algebraRev overClist

by rev, and obtain the following polynomiallist-algebrarev(Rev)
over (Tlist → Tlist)⇒ (Tlist → Tlist):

rev(Rev[] ) = id

rev(Reva::−)[X] = X ◦ (λ f w. f (a :: w)).

This polynomial algebra induces an initiallist-algebra homomor-
phism

�

rev(Rev)
� ∈ Tlist → (Tlist → Tlist) → (Tlist → Tlist), which

is the result of the algebraic fusion ofrev and rev. We write this
result asrevrev for short. The recursive definition ofrevrev is

revrev [] = id
revrev (a :: l) = (revrev l) ◦ (λ f w. f (a :: w)),

and from Theorem 3.10,revrev satisfies

revrev t (rev u) s= rev (rev t u) s. (3)



3.6 Relationship with Shortcut Fusion

In this section, we informally compare algebraic fusion and short-
cut fusion [9]. Here, we consider the case where intermediate data
structures passed from producers to consumers aretree-terms, and
we let τ be a type,k : τ → τ → τ and z : τ. We write
cata : ∀α.(α → α → α) → α → tree → α for the polymorphic
catamorphism constructor fortree-terms (here, we identify the sig-
naturetree and the algebraic data type corresponding totree).

We consider the following minor extension of the shortcut fu-
sion for tree-terms using the combinatorbuild′ : (∀α.(α → α →
α)→ α→ α→ α)→ tree→ tree defined by

build′ x y= x tree N L y.

As an application of Reynolds’ parametricity principle [14, 21], we
have

cata τ k z(build′ x h) = g τ k z(cata τ k z h).

From this, we obtainbuild’/cata fusion: for any producerprod :
ρ→ tree→ tree and consumercons : tree→ τ satisfying

(B-prod) ∃g.prod = build′ ◦ g and

(B-cons) cons = cata τ k z

respectively, we have

cons (prod x h) = g xτ k z(cons h).

There is a close correspondence between this extension and
algebraic fusion. We observe that the parametricity principle entails
that the type∀α.(α → α → α) → α → α → α, which appears in
the type ofbuild′, corresponds to the carrier of the initialtree+-
algebra; in other words, it is the type oftree-context. Under this
correspondence,build′ performs the same computation asfill. From
this observation, we notice the similarlity betweenbuild’/cata
fusion and algebraic fusion.

The difference betweenbuild’/cata fusion and algebraic fu-
sion is that condition (B-prod) is much weaker than condition (C-
prod), i.e.,build’/cata fusion accepts more producers than al-
gebraic fusion (e.g., see functionrp in Example 3.7). In algebraic
fusion, producers are supposed to perform primitive recursion over
Σ-terms and calculate values in the way given by polynomialΣ-
algebras. On the other hand,build’/cata-fusion has no such con-
straints on producers; the domain of producers can be of any type.

The major source of this subtle difference stems from the techni-
cal foundation on which each fusion transformation is built. Alge-
braic fusion is formulated in the world of sets and functions using
the universal property of initial algebras (Proposition 3.6), while
build’/cata-fusion is formulated in a second-order logic for a
polymorphic programming language with the parametricity princi-
ple.

Both build’/cata fusion and algebraic fusion are driven by
essentially the same fusion law. Therefore, algebraic fusion can be
understood as a restriction ofbuild’/cata-fusion. However, there
is a merit in considering fusion of a restricted class of producers.
The program structure of the producer is preserved by algebraic fu-
sion in an explicit form, which makes the subsequent manipulation
process easier. In the next section, we propose the concept called
improvement, which is useful for reasoning and transforming re-
sults of algebraic fusion.

4. Improving Algebraic Fusion
The functionrevrev obtained in Example 3.11 calculates the return
values using function composition, which is the multiplication of
the function space monoid overTlist → Tlist. However, this is an
expensive operation in the implementation of functional languages,
because it involves the creation of closures. In general, a similar

problem arises for any consumercons : TΣ → D when the
multiplication of the function space monoidD ⇒ D requires
expensive computation.

Our strategy to avoid this problem is to calculate temporary
return values in another monoidM, whose multiplication is effi-
ciently implementable, and then recover the original return values
with an efficiently implementable monoid homomorphism. Sup-
pose we find

• a monoidM,

• a monoid homomorphismh :M→ (D⇒ D), and

• a polynomialΣ-algebraP overM such thath(P) = cons(Prod).

Then the function~P� ∈ T∆ → M is expected to be more efficiently
implementable than

�

cons(Prod)
�

, and from Proposition 3.6, we
have

h (~P� t) = ~h(P)� t =
�

cons(Prod)
�

t.

We call ~P� an improvementof the result of algebraic fusion of
prod andcons inM (via h).

Example 4.1 (Continued from Example 3.11) We re-introduce the
example of an improvement of the resultrevrev of the algebraic
fusion of rev and rev in Section 2. We improverevrev with the
following parameter:

Monoid We take the opposite monoid (Tlist ⇒ Tlist)op of Tlist ⇒
Tlist, that is, the monoid (Tlist → Tlist, idTlist , •) where the multi-
plication• is defined byf • g = g ◦ f .

Monoid Homomorphism We takeh = λ f .λg.g ◦ f . This is a
monoid homomorphism since

(h f ◦ h f ′) g = g ◦ f ′ ◦ f = g ◦ ( f • f ′) = h ( f • f ′) g.

Polynomial Algebra We take the following polynomiallist-algebra
P over (Tlist ⇒ Tlist)op:

P[] = id

Pa::−[X] = X • (λw.a :: w).

This satisfiesh(P) = rev(Rev) since the unique coefficient in
P is mapped to the one inrev(Rev), i.e., h (λw.a :: w) =
λ f w. f (a :: w).

These data give the improvement~P� of revrev in (Tlist ⇒ Tlist)op,
and they satisfy:

revrev = ~h(P)� = h ◦ ~P�. (4)

We notice that the recursive definition of~P�, with the second ar-
gument being explicit, coincides with that of the list concatenation
functionapp:

~P� [] x = x
~P� (a :: l) x = ((~P� l) • (λx.a :: x)) x

= a :: (~P� l x).

Therefore we simply writeapp for ~P� below. From Theorem 3.10,
we obtain a law aboutrev andapp:

rev (rev s t) u

= revrev s (rev t) u by (3)

= h (app s) (rev t) u by (4)

= rev t (app s u) by definition ofh.

4.1 Algebraic Fusion of Kakehi et al.’s Dmap with Itself

We apply algebraic fusion and its improvement for deriving the
fusion law of Kakehi et al.’sdmap (in this paper we shorten the
name todm). This is a generic combinator for representing list-
manipulating functions with an accumulating parameter [13]. For



functions f ,g ∈ A→ A1, dmg
f is recursively defined by

dmg
f [] = λy.y

dmg
f (a :: l) = λy.( f a) :: (dmg

f l ((g a) :: y)).

They showed thatdm satisfies the following fusion law:

dmg′

f ′ (dmg
f l l ′) = (dm f ′◦g

f ′◦ f l) ◦ (dmg′

f ′ l′) ◦ (dmg′◦ f
g′◦g l).

for any f ,g, f ′, g′ ∈ A→ A by induction. We demonstrate that we
can also derive this law using algebraic fusion and improvement.
This derivation does not use explicit induction overl or l′.

Algebraic Fusion of dmap and dmap We first apply algebraic
fusion to dmg

f as a producer anddmg′

f ′ as a consumer. It is easy

to check thatdmg′

f ′ satisfies (C-cons). To see thatdmg
f satisfies (C-

prod), we define a polynomiallist-algebraDmg
f overClist:

(Dmg
f )[] = [−]

(Dmg
f )a::−[X] = (( f a) :: [−]) · X · ((g a) :: [−]).

This gives the witness ofdmg
f satisfying (C-prod), i.e.,

fill ◦ ~Dmg
f � = dmg

f .

We therefore proceed to apply algebraic fusion. We extenddmg′

f ′ to

a monoid homomorphismdm
g′

f ′ : Clist → (list → list) ⇒ (list →
list):

dm
g′

f ′ [] w = λx.x

dm
g′

f ′ (a :: l) w = λx.( f ′ a) :: (dm
g′

f ′ l w ((g′ a) :: x))

dm
g′

f ′ [−] w = w,

and then calculate the polynomiallist-algebradm
g′

f ′ (Dmg
f ) over

(list→ list)⇒ (list→ list) as follows:

dm
g′

f ′ ((Dmg
f )[] ) = id

dm
g′

f ′ ((Dmg
f )a::−)[X] = α( f ′, g′, f a) ◦ X ◦ α( f ′, g′, g a)

where coefficients of the formα( f , g, a) is given by

α( f , g, a) = dm
g

f (a :: [−]) = λwx.( f a) :: (w ((g a) :: x)).

Thus
�

dm
g′

f ′ (Dmg
f )
�

∈ list → (list → list) → (list → list) is

the result of the algebraic fusion ofdmg
f anddmg′

f ′ , but we do not
display its recursive definition here.

Improvement We improve the above result of the algebraic fusion
with the following data.

Monoid We take the product monoid (list ⇒ list) × (list ⇒ list)op

whose multiplication will be denoted by?. Explicitly,

( f ,g) ? ( f ′, g′) = ( f ◦ f ′, g • g′) = ( f ◦ f ′, g′ ◦ g).

We write π1, π2 for the first and second projections from this
product monoid.

Monoid Homomorphism We take the functionh ∈ (list → list) ×
(list→ list)→ (list→ list)→ (list→ list) defined by

h (p, q) = λw.(p ◦ w ◦ q).

This is indeed a monoid homomorphism from (list ⇒ list) ×
(list⇒ list)op to (list→ list)⇒ (list→ list).

1 In this article, the range off ,g is fixed toA because we only consider the
list of elements inA. In general,f ,g can be any function inA→ B, and the
discussion in this section is not affected by this general situation.

Polynomial Algebra The coefficients of the forma( f , g, a) in Dmg
f

can be given byh and the following elementA( f ,g,a) ∈ (list→
list) × (list→ list) in the product monoid:

A( f , g,a) = (λx.( f a) :: x, λx.(g a) :: x),

i.e.,h (A( f ,g,a)) = α( f , g, a). Therefore the following polyno-
mial list-algebraDM over (list⇒ list) × (list⇒ list)op:

DM[] = (id, id)

DMa::−[X] = A( f ′, g′, f a) ? X ? A( f ′, g′,g a)

satisfies

dm
g′

f ′ (Dmg
f ) = h(DM).

From this, we obtain an improvement~DM� ∈ list → (list →
list) × (list → list) of the result of algebraic fusion ofdmg

f and

dmg′

f ′ , and it satisfies
�

dm
g′

f ′ (Dmg
f )
�

= ~h(DM)� = h ◦ ~DM�. (5)

Decomposition of the ImprovementThe images ofDM byπ1 and
π2 induce initial algebra homomorphisms~π1(DM)� and~π2(DM)�,
which have the following recursive definitions:

~π1(DM)� [] w = w
~π1(DM)� (a :: l) w = ( f ′ ( f a)) :: (~π1(DM)� l (( f ′ (g a)) :: w))
~π2(DM)� [] w = w
~π2(DM)� (a :: l) w = (g′ (g a)) :: (~π2(DM)� l ((g′ ( f a)) :: w)).

By comparing the above definitions with that ofdm, we notice that

~π1(DM)� = dm f ′◦g
f ′◦ f ~π2(DM)� = dmg′◦ f

g′◦g.

Furthermore, for anyl ∈ Tlist, we have

(dm f ′◦g
f ′◦ f l, dmg′◦ f

g′◦g l)

= (~π1(DM)� l, ~π2(DM)� l))

= (π1 ◦ ~(DM)� l, π2 ◦ ~(DM)� l) by Proposition 3.9

= ~DM� l. (6)

From this, we derive the law of dmap:

dmg′

f ′ (dmg
f l l ′)

=

�

dm
g′

f ′ (Dmg
f )
�

l (dmg′

f ′ l′) by Theorem 3.10

= h (~DM� l) (dmg′

f ′ l′) by (5)

= h (dm f ′◦g
f ′◦ f l, dmg′◦ f

g′◦g l) (dmg′

f ′ l′) by (6)

= (dm f ′◦g
f ′◦ f l) ◦ (dmg′

f ′ l′) ◦ (dmg′◦ f
g′◦g l) by definition ofh.

4.2 Canonical Improvement of Algebraic Fusion

We must find three parameters for an improvement of a results
of algebraic fusion: a monoid, a monoid homomorphism, and a
polynomial algebra structure. It is not known if a (non-trivial)
improvement exists for an arbitrary combination of producers and
consumers. However, we show below that if the consumer is an
initial algebra homomorphism induced by a polynomial algebra
over an algebraic object, then we can always find an improvement
in a canonical way.

LetD be an algebraic object admitting the concept of polynomi-
als, such as monoid, group, ring, etc., andD denote the carrier set
of D. We consider an algebraic fusion of a producerprod ∈ T∆ →
TΣ → TΣ satisfying (C-prod) and a consumercons ∈ TΣ → D
satisfying the following condition that is stronger than (C-cons):

(C-cons-p) There exists a polynomialΣ-algebraCONS overD
such thatcons = ~CONS�.



Lemma 4.2 Any function f : T∆ → TΣ → TΣ satisfying (C-prod)
also satisfies (C-cons-p).

Theorem 4.3 If prod satisfies (C-prod) andcons satisfies (C-cons-
p), then the result of the algebraic fusion ofprod andcons can be
improved with the following data:

Monoid We take the monoidDH = (D[H],H, ∗), where D[H] is the
set of one-variable polynomials overD, and the multiplication
P ∗ Q is defined by the substitution of a polynomial Q to H in
P:

P ∗ Q = P[Q/H].

Monoid Homomorphism We take the functionfn : D[H] →
(D → D), which casts polynomials to functions from D to
D. It is easy to see that this is a monoid homomorphism.

Polynomial Algebra We first define a monoid homomorphism
CONS : CΣ → DH :

CONS([−]) = H

CONS(o(k1, ..., kn)) = CONSo[CONS(k1)/X1, ...,CONS(kn)/Xn].

This function satisfiescons = fn ◦ CONS. We then take the
polynomial∆-algebraCONS(Prod) overDH for improvement,
whereProd is the polynomial∆-algebra mentioned in (C-prod).
This polynomial algebra satisfies

fn(CONS(Prod)) = cons(Prod).

This improvement should be understood as a theoretical existence
rather than a practical improvement of efficiency, because the im-
plementation of− ∗ − is not efficient in general. However, in some
cases, the polynomial∆-algebraCONS(Prod) can be restricted to a
submonoidofDH , which may have an efficient implementation. In
fact, the parameters chosen in the previous examples of improve-
ments are all equivalent to the canonical improvements restricted
to appropriate submonoids.

Example 4.4 (continued from Example 3.11) From Lemma 4.2,
rev satisfies both (C-prod) and (C-cons-p). Thus from Theorem 4.3,
revrev can be improved in (list⇒ list)H via fn. We see the detail of
this canonical improvement, and relate this to the improvement in
Example 4.1.

We first define a polynomiallist-algebraREV over list⇒ list as
follows:

REV[] = id

REVa::−[X] = X ◦ (λx.a :: x).

The monoid homomorphismREV sendsRev to the following poly-
nomial list-algebra over (list⇒ list)H :

REV(Rev[] ) = H

REV(Reva::−)[X] = X ∗ (H ◦ (λx.a :: x))

which satisfiesfn(REV(Rev)) = rev(Rev).
Now we consider the following subset of one-variable monoid

polynomials overTlist ⇒ Tlist:

{H ◦ f | f ∈ Tlist → Tlist} ⊆ (Tlist → Tlist)[H].

This subset includes the unitH = H ◦ id of (Tlist ⇒ Tlist)H , and is
closed under− ∗ − since

(H ◦ f ) ∗ (H ◦ g) = (H ◦ g) ◦ f = H ◦ (g ◦ f ).

Therefore, this subset specifies a submonoid (Tlist ⇒ Tlist)H
1 of

(Tlist ⇒ Tlist)H .

We notice that this submonoid is isomorphic to (Tlist ⇒ Tlist)op;
the following functioni ∈ (Tlist → Tlist)[H] → Tlist → Tlist is
a bijective monoid homomorphism between (Tlist ⇒ Tlist)H

1 and
(Tlist ⇒ Tlist)op.

i (H ◦ f ) = f (i−1 f = H ◦ f )

Furthermore, the polynomiallist-algebraP used for improving
revrev in Example 4.1 is the image ofREV(Rev) by i:

i(REV(Rev)) = P.

Example 4.5From Lemma 4.2,dmg
f satisfies both (C-prod) and

(C-cons-p) for anyf , g ∈ A→ A. Therefore from Theorem 4.3, the
result of algebraic fusion ofdmg

f anddmg′

f ′ can always be improved
in (Tlist ⇒ Tlist)H via fn. The polynomiallist-algebraQ giving the
improvement is canonically determined as follows:

Q[] = H

Qa::− = A( f ′,g′, f a) ∗ X ∗ A( f ′, g′, g a)

whereA( f , g, a) = ((λx. f a :: x) ◦ H ◦ (λx.g a :: x)).
The polynomial algebraQ can be restricted to the submonoid of

(Tlist ⇒ Tlist)H specified by the following subset:

{ f ◦ H ◦ g | f , g ∈ Tlist → Tlist} ⊆ (Tlist → Tlist)[H].

This submonoid is isomorphic to (Tlist ⇒ Tlist) × (Tlist ⇒ Tlist)op,
which is exactly the monoid used for improving algebraic fusion
of dm and itself in Section 4.1. Furthermore,Q and the polynomial
list-algebraDmg

f in Section 4.1 are equal via this isomorphism.

5. Algebraic Fusion for Partial and Infinite Data
Structures

To accommodate the development in the previous sections with
partial (data structures which may contain divergent computation)
and infinite data structures, we replace sets and functions withω-
complete pointed partial orders (CPO for short) and continuous
functions. For CPOsD,E, by [D → E] (resp. [D →⊥ E]) we
mean the CPO of (resp. strict) continuous functions. The concept
of continuousΣ-algebras is fairly standard; see for example [10].

Definition 5.1 A continuousΣ-algebraD is a pair (D,d) of a CPO
D and an operator-indexed family of continuous functions{do}o∈Σ
such that do ∈ [Dn → D] for each o ∈ Σ(n). A (resp. strict)
continuousΣ-algebra homomorphismf : (D, d)→ (E, e) is a (resp.
strict) continuous function f∈ [D→ E] satisfying f◦ do = eo ◦ f n

for each o∈ Σ(n).

It is well-known that we can construct an initial objectT∞
Σ
=

(T∞
Σ
, in∞) in the category of continuousΣ-algebras and strict con-

tinuousΣ-algebra homomorphisms (see for example [10]). This
construction yields a CPOT∞

Σ
consisting of partial and infiniteΣ-

terms (including total ones). For example,T∞nat is the CPO oflazy
natural numbers:

{⊥, Z, S ⊥, S Z, S (S ⊥), S (S Z), · · · ,∞}
whose partial order expresses the amount of information. Below
we assumeTΣ ⊆ T∞

Σ
without loss of generality. In this section,

we identify the operators inΣ with the continuous term construc-
tors overT∞

Σ
. For each continuousΣ-algebraD = (D,d), we write

~d� : T∞
Σ
→ D for the unique strict continuousΣ-algebra homo-

morphism.
The universal property of the initial object asserts that for each

strict continuousΣ-algebra homomorphismh : (D,d)→ (E,e), we
haveh◦~d� = ~e�. This equality, often referred to as thepromotion
theorem[15], is the heart of program transformation. However, it



should be weakened to an inequality when we allowh to be a (not
necessarily strict) continuousΣ-algebra homomorphism.

Proposition 5.2 Let h : (D,d)→ (E, e) be a continuousΣ-algebra
homomorphism. Then,

1. ~e� v h ◦ ~d�,
2. for any t∈ TΣ, we have~e� t = h ◦ ~d� t, and
3. ~e� = h ◦ ~d� if and only if h is strict.

Next, we introduce the concept of continuous monoids, which
are simply monoid objects in the category of CPOs and continuous
functions.

Definition 5.3 A continuous monoidis a monoidD = (D, e, ?)
where D is a CPO and the multiplication is a continuous function
−?− ∈ [D×D→ D]. A (resp.strict) continuous monoid homomor-
phismh : (D, e, ?)→ (E, ε, ∗) is a (resp. strict) continuous function
h ∈ [D→ E] satisfying the laws of monoid homomorphisms.

For a CPOD, by [D ⇒ D] we mean the continuous monoid
([D→ D], idD,− ◦ −) of the continuous endofunctions overD.

The definition of monoid polynomials and polynomialΣ-
algebras are the same as in Section 3. A polynomialΣ-algebra
Q over a continuous monoidD now determines a continuousΣ-
algebra, since eachn-variable polynomial overD determines an
n-ary continuous function. A (resp. strict) continuous monoid ho-
momorphismh : D → E is then a (resp. strict) continuousΣ-
algebra homomorphism fromQ to h(Q).

We writeC∞
Σ

for the carrier CPO of the continuousΣ+-algebra
T∞
Σ+

. The context-filling operator− · − ∈ [(C∞
Σ

)2 → C∞
Σ

] is contin-
uous, and the triple (C∞

Σ
, [−],− · −) forms the continuous monoid

C∞
Σ

of Σ-contexts. The action of filling aΣ-context with aΣ-term
is a strict continuous monoid homomorphismfill∞Σ : C∞

Σ
→ [T∞

Σ
⇒

T∞
Σ

]. The subscript offill∞Σ may be omitted when it is clear from the
context.

We introduce the algebraic fusion for partial and infinite data
structures. Letprod ∈ [T∞

∆
→ [T∞

Σ
→ T∞

Σ
]] and cons ∈ [T∞

Σ
→ D]

be continuous functions satisfying:

(C-prod’) There exists a polynomial∆-algebraProd overC∞
Σ

such
thatprod = fill∞ ◦ ~Prod� (hence,prod should be strict).

(C-cons’) There exists a continuousΣ-algebra (D, δ) such that
cons = ~δ� (hence,cons should be strict).

Likewise in the algebraic fusion for total and finite data structures,
we first extend the domain of the consumer function toC∞

Σ
. This

extension yields a strict continuous monoid homomorphismcons :
C∞
Σ
→ [D ⇒ D] satisfyingcons k (cons t) = cons (fill k t) for any

k ∈ C∞
Σ

andt ∈ T∞
∆

(c.f. Proposition 3.9).
We then take the image ofProd with cons and obtain a polyno-

mial∆-algebracons(Prod) over [D⇒ D]. We call~cons(Prod)� ∈
[T∞
∆
→⊥ [D→ D]] the result of algebraic fusion ofprod andcons.

Theorem 5.4For any x∈ T∞
∆

and y∈ T∞
Σ

, we have

~cons(Prod)� x (cons y) = cons (prod x y).

Proof Sincecons is strict, we havecons◦~Prod� = ~cons(Prod)�
by Proposition 5.2-3. Therefore, we can prove this theorem in the
same way as the equational reasoning in the proof of Theorem 3.10.

�

5.1 Improvement for Infinite Data Structures

The concept of improvement is affected by the transition from
the world of sets and functions to that of CPOs and continuous
functions. Suppose we find a continuous monoidM, a monoid
polynomial P overM and a continuous monoid homomorphism
h : M → [D ⇒ D] such thath(P) = cons(Prod). From Proposi-
tion 5.2, we have

1. ~cons(Prod)� = ~h(P)� v h ◦ ~P�,
2. for anyt ∈ TΣ, we have~cons(Prod)� t = h ◦ ~P� t, and

3. ~cons(Prod)� = h ◦ ~P� if and only if h is strict.

Unlike the improvement in Section 4, we have the equality~cons(Prod)� =
h ◦ ~P� if and only if h is strict; in general, we merely have the in-
equality~cons(Prod)� v h◦~P�, which means thath◦~P� is more
likely to terminate than the result of the algebraic fusion. To exam-
ine this phenomenon in detail, we revisit the example of algebraic
fusion ofrev andrev.

Example 5.5 In the continuous setting, the iterative reverse func-
tion rev in Section 2 is interpreted as a continuous functionrev∞ ∈
[T∞list →⊥ [T∞list → T∞list]], which satisfies (C-prod’) and (C-cons’).
By applying algebraic fusion torev∞ andrev∞ in the same way as
Example 3.11, we obtainrevrev∞ ∈ [T∞list →⊥ [[T∞list → T∞list] →
[T∞list → T∞list]]], which satisfies

revrev∞ t (rev∞ u) = rev∞ (rev∞ t u)

by Theorem 5.4.
Similar to Example 4.1, we can improverevrev∞ with a contin-

uous monoid [T∞list ⇒ T∞list]
op, a continuous monoid homomorphism

h∞ : [T∞list ⇒ T∞list]
op → [[T∞list → T∞list] ⇒ [T∞list → T∞list]] mapping f

to λg.g ◦ f , and a polynomiallist-algebraP∞ over [T∞list ⇒ T∞list]
op,

which is simply the continuous version ofP in Example 4.1.
However, here, a subtlety about termination behavior slips in:

the continuous monoid homomorphismh∞ is not strict. Thus, in
general, we have the following inequality:

revrev∞ t v h∞ ◦ ~P∞� t

and both sides coincide only fort ∈ Tlist. As we have seen in Ex-
ample 4.1,~P∞� coincides with the continuous list-concatenation
functionapp∞. From Theorem 5.4, we obtain:

rev∞ (rev∞ t s) u = revrev∞ t (rev∞ s) u

v h∞(app∞ t)(rev∞ s) u

= rev∞ s (app∞ t u),

and the inequality becomes an equality for anyt ∈ Tlist. This
indicates that the improvement does not have the same termina-
tion behavior asrevrev∞ for partial and infinite lists. This cor-
rectly captures the actual differences betweenrev (rev t s) u and
rev s (app t u) in call-by-name languages with lazy lists.

5.2 A Semantic Higher-Order Removal

As we pointed out, when both a producer and a consumer have
an accumulating parameter, their algebraic fusion (hence, shortcut
fusion) yields a higher-order function. This is the motivation for
introducing the concept of improvement in Section 4. This problem
has already been recognized by Nishimura in [16, 17], and he
introduced a program transformation technique calledhigher-order
removal to reduce the order of computation. His transformation
process is designed for a call-by-name language, and it takes a
result of shortcut fusion:

f : τ→ (σ→ σ)→ (σ→ σ)



satisfying certain syntactic conditions.f is then transformed to the
following function:

f ′ : τ→ (σ × σ)→ (σ × σ)

which essentially performs the same computation asf .
Here, we give a similar program transformation in a simple

and clean way using the concept of improvement with appropri-
ate monoids and monoid homomorphisms. The following continu-
ous monoidsDB,D∞ and two strict continuous monoid homomor-
phismsα, β play a crucial role in the semantic representation of
higher-order removal:

DB
α // D∞

β // [[D→ D] ⇒ [D→ D]] .

1. The first continuous monoid isDB = ([D → D] × [D2 →
D], (id, π2),@), where the multiplication (f , g)@(f ′, g′) is de-
fined by

( f ,g)@(f ′, g′) = ( f ′ ◦ f , λ(x, y).g (x,g′ (( f x), y))).

We can draw an element of this monoid as a circuit diagram
consisting of two processing boxes (Figure 1). The lower box
has an input terminal on the left and an output terminal on the
right, while the upper box has an output terminal on the left and
two input terminals, one on the right and the other connected to
the input of the lower box.

g

f

Figure 1. Diagram for (f ,g) ∈ DB

The multiplication of such circuits is simply done by juxtaposi-
tion (Figure 2).

g

f

g’

f’

Figure 2. Diagram for (f , g)@(f ′,g′)

2. The second continuous monoid isD∞ = ([D2 → D2], id,∞)
whose multiplicationf∞g is defined to be the following func-
tion:

λ(x, y).let (( , q), (r, )) = Y (λ((p, ), ( , s)).( f (x, s), g (p, y)))
in (r,q)

whereY ∈ [[(D2)2 → (D2)2] → (D2)2] is the least fixed point
operator. If we are allowed to use recursive let-expressions, the
above function has a more compact definition:

λ(x, y).letrec (p,q) = f (x, s) and (r, s) = g (p, y) in (r,q).

We can draw an element of this monoid as a processing box
with two input terminals on the left and two output terminals
on the right. The multiplication of two elements in this monoid
can be drawn as a circuit connecting two boxes in the following
way:

f g

Figure 3. Diagram for f∞g

The lower output of the left box is connected to the lower input
of the right box, while the upper output of the right box is feed-
backed to the upper input of the left box.2

3. Two strict continuous monoid homomorphismsα : DB → D∞

andβ : D∞ → [[D→ D] ⇒ [D→ D]] are defined by

α ( f , g) = λ(x, y).( f x,g (x, y))

β f = λwx.letrec (p,q) = f (x,w p) in q.

The behavior ofα is simply to flip overg in Figure 1 then regard
the entire circuit as a processing box with two inputs on the left
and two outputs on the right.

The behavior ofβ is to construct fromf ∈ [D2 → D2] an action
which maps one-input one-output processing boxw drawn on
the left in Figure 4 to a one-input one-output circuit described
on the right in Figure 4.

w f
w

β(f)

Figure 4. Behavior ofβ( f )

We note that the compositionβ ◦ α behaves as follows:

β ◦ α ( f ,g) = λwx.g (x,w ( f x)).

Definition 5.6 Let f ∈ [T∞
Σ
→⊥ [[D → D] → [D → D]]]

be a result of algebraic fusion such that f can be improved with
the monoid DB, the strict monoid homomorphismβ ◦ α, and a
polynomialΣ-algebra P over DB. Then, we call~α(P)� ∈ [T∞

Σ
→⊥

[D2 → D2]] thehigher-order removalof f .

Below, we show an equivalent, but more syntactic description of
the definition of higher-order removal. Suppose that a resultf of
algebraic fusion has the following recursive definition for each
o ∈ ∆(n):

f (o(t1, ..., tn)) =(λwx.g1 (x,w ( f1 x))) ◦ f ti1◦
... ◦ f til+1 ◦ (λwx.gl+1 (x,w ( fl+1 x))),

where l is a natural number, 1≤ i1, ..., i l ≤ n are indexes for
subterms, andf1, ..., fl+1 ∈ [D → D] and g1, ..., gl+1 ∈ [D2 → D]
are continuous functions. Then, the higher-order removal off is a
strict continuous functionf ′ ∈ [T∞

Σ
→⊥ [D2 → D2]], which has

the following recursive definition for eacho ∈ ∆(n):

f ′(o(t1, ..., tn))(x, y) =letrec (q1, s1) = ( f1 x, g1 (x, r1))

and (p2, r1) = f ′ ti1 (q1, s2)

...

and (qj , sj) = ( f j pj ,gj (pj , r j))

and (pj+1, r j) = f ′ ti j (qj , sj+1)

...

and (ql , sl) = ( fl pl , gl (pl , r l))

and (pl+1, r l) = f ′ til (ql , sl+1)

and (ql+1, sl+1) = ( fl+1 pl+1,gl+1 (pl+1, y))

in (ql+1, s1).

We show that the higher-order removal retains the computa-
tional content of the original program, and it can be recovered via

2 It is interesting to point out that the connection of boxes in Figure 3 is
exactly the pattern which appeared in the definition of the composition
of morphisms in Abramsky’s geometry-of-interaction construction [1] and
Joyal et al.’s Int-construction [12].



β. Sinceβ is a strict monoid homomorphism, the following theorem
is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.2.

Theorem 5.7Let f ∈ [T∞
Σ
→⊥ [[D → D] → [D → D]]] be

a result of an algebraic fusion such that f can be improved with
the monoid DB, the strict monoid homomorphismβ ◦ α, and a
polynomialΣ-algebra P over DB.

Then the higher-order removal~α(P)� ∈ [T∞
Σ
→⊥ [D2 → D2]]

of f satisfies

f = β ◦ ~α(P)�.

Example 5.8We demonstrate the higher-order removal with the
result of the algebraic fusion ofex ∈ [T∞nat →⊥ [T∞tree → T∞tree]] as a
producer andbl ∈ [T∞tree →⊥ [T∞tree → T∞tree]] as a consumer:

ex Z = λx.N (L, x)
ex (S n) = λx.ex n (ex n x)

bl L = λx.x
bl (N (l, r)) = λx.N (bl l (N (x, x)), bl r (N (x, x))).

The producer functionex, givenL as the initial accumulator argu-
ment, translates a natural number representationSn(Z) into a binary
tree of depth 2n + 1, where the left branch of every binary node is
a leaf node. The consumer functionbl, givenL as the initial accu-
mulator argument, replaces every leaf node at levelk (with the root
node’s level being 0) with a complete binary tree of depthk+ 1.

First, ex satisfies (C-prod’), because the following polynomial
nat-algebraEx overC∞tree:

ExZ = N (L, [−])

ExS[X] = X · X

satisfiesfill∞ ◦ ~Ex� = ex. It is easy to see thatbl satisfies (C-
cons’). Therefore we proceed to algebraic fusion. We liftbl to a
strict continuous monoid homomorphismbl : C∞tree → [[ tree →
tree] ⇒ [tree→ tree]] as follows:

bl L w = λx.x
bl (N (l, r)) w = λx.N(bl l w (N (x, x)), bl r w (N (x, x)))
bl [−] w = w.

We then calculate the polynomialnat-algebrabl(Ex) over [[T∞tree →
T∞tree] ⇒ [T∞tree → T∞tree]]:

bl(ExZ) = bl (N (L, [−]))

= λwx.N (N (x, x),w (N (x, x)))

bl(ExS)[X] = X ◦ X.

Thus, the result of algebraic fusion is~bl(Ex)� ∈ [nat→⊥ [[ tree→
tree] → [tree→ tree]]]. We simply call this resultblex.

We apply the higher-order removal toblex. We need to find a
polynomialnat-algebraP over (T∞tree)B such thatβ ◦ α(P) = bl(Ex).
An answer is

PZ = (λx.N (x, x), λ(x, y).N (N (x, x), y))

PS[X] = X @ X,

and the following polynomialnat-algebraα(P) over (T∞tree)∞

α(PZ) = λ(x, y).(N (x, x),N (N (x, x), y))

α(PS)[X] = X∞ X

gives the higher-order removal~α(P)� ∈ [T∞nat →⊥ [(T∞tree)2 →
(T∞tree)2]] of blex. Below, we simply writeblex′ for ~α(P)�. The

recursive definition ofblex′ is

blex′ Z (x, y) = (N (x, x),N (N (x, x), v))
blex′ (S n) (x, y) = (blex′ n)∞ (blex′ n) (x, y)

= letrec (p,q) = blex′ n (x, s)
and (r, s) = blex′ n (p, y) in (r, q),

and from Theorem 5.7,blex′ satisfies

blex t = β (blex′ t)

= λwx.letrec (p,q) = blex′ t (x,w p) in q.

6. Related Work
In an early study of fusion laws, Sheard and Fegaras presented the
second-order promotion theorem [18]. They demonstrated that the
identity function can be obtained from the composition of the list
reverse function with itself by applying their fusion law and what
they call “inverse” transformation. The present paper gives a more
formal and general exposition for this transformation process.

Shortcut fusion by Gill et al. [9] is one of the most success-
ful fusion methods in practice, because of its conceptual simplic-
ity: a single fusion law for program calculation is derived from the
parametricity principle [14, 21]. Shortcut fusion has been refined
and extended in many directions. Takano et al. generalized it to
arbitrary algebraic data types [19]. In [8], Gill introduced a com-
binator calledaugment to accommodate his shortcut fusion with
the list append function. Johann generalized hisaugment combi-
nator to arbitrary algebraic data types [11] and proved its correct-
ness. Ghani et al. analyzed the underlying mathematical structure
of theaugment combinator, and proposed a more general scheme
calledmonadic augment[7, 6]. The present paper offers an alter-
native solution in an algebraic setting, where the elementary theory
of monoids and universal algebra give a principled way of devis-
ing fusion laws. Built on different concepts, these fusion methods
are closely related but have many subtle differences as well, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.6.

Kakehi et al. [13] formulateddmap as a combinator and pro-
vided a fusion laws for it. Their fusion law works quite elegantly
for some simple but important functions, but it cannot handle cases
that are more general. As demonstrated herein, their fusion law can
be explained in terms of a rather simple monoid homomorphism.

The second author, Nishimura, proposed a powerful fusion
method [16, 17], whose transformation principle was originally
drawn from a technique of attribute grammar [5]. His fusion
method, however, crucially relies on a transformation called higher-
order removal, whose transformation rules have a broken locality.
This adds an extra complexity and makes it difficult to recognize
the essence of his fusion technique. The present paper gives a strik-
ingly clear account of the intricate task in removing higher-order
functions. The intricacy is pushed into the corresponding monoids
and monoid homomorphisms and the transformation result natu-
rally follows. This simple but universal principle for the derivation
of transformation rules, as we have seen in Section 5, has allowed
us to show that the transformation rules work as well for eliminat-
ing partial and infinite data structures. To the authors’ knowledge,
this is the first work that presents a formal account of this issue.

There is another stream of developments of fusion techniques,
based on Burstall and Darlington’s unfold-fold transformation [2].
This line of research was initiated by Wadler, who presentedde-
forestation[22] as a fusion transformation for a particular class of
list processing programs. It has been recognized that it is difficult
to control the deforestation process, when it is applied to functions
with accumulating parameters, because some obstructing function
calls may incur infinite unfoldings [3].

Voigtländer has proposed thelazy compositiontechnique [20]
that solves the issue by an elegant use of circular let. His technique



was derived from the corresponding technique developed for tree
transducers [4], which are a close cousin of the attribute grammar
formalism. However, he has only informally discussed the correct-
ness of his method resorting to an intuitive account of the laziness.

It may be valuable to point out that the visual diagrams in Sec-
tion 5.2 are very similar to those appearing in the literature on the
composition techniques of attribute grammars and tree transduc-
ers. This reinforces our claim on the universality of our method;
that is, ours is quite successful for capturing the common principle
embodied in varying transformation mechanisms that have been in-
dependently developed in different formalisms.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has demonstrated that the task of fusing the pro-
ducer function and consumer function which have one accumu-
lating parameter can be cleanly described in terms of monoids and
monoid homomorphisms. We have defined algebraic fusion, a fu-
sion method based on the algebraic setting, and further developed
the notion of improvement that allows us to algebraically refine
the results of fusion. We have examined that algebraic fusion and
improvement explain varying existing fusion methods gracefully.
We hope that the present paper provides a fresh look at fusion
transformations.

We believe that the general concept of our work can be applied
to a wider range of fusion problems. We are now working on
extending the underlying algebraic domain (monoids) to richer
ones, so that the functionrp in Section 3.4, for instance, can be
fused.
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